Successful Launch

FDM Tooling Helps Foundry Produce Quality
Investment Castings in Only 1 Week
“In seven days we produced perfectly matching gear set castings that met drawing
requirements and specifications and were functional as part of the assembly.”
— Rick Meachum, Vice President of Sales, RLM Industries
RLM Industries is a leading supplier of investment castings to the military, construction,
food processing and handling, and automotive industries. The company is capable of
pouring virtually any ferrous or non-ferrous alloy as an investment casting. Investment
casting offers much higher levels of design freedom than other casting processes so
multiple parts can often be converted into one part with a substantial reduction in
manufacturing cost.
Recently a major manufacturer of components and assemblies for the military found
itself in serious danger of missing critical delivery deadlines when the foundry they
had been using couldn’t produce investment castings that met drawing specifications.
“The gear set is a critical component in the launching of the Patriot surface-to-air
missile system,” said Rick Meachum, Vice
President of Sales for RLM. The original
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The MIM-104 Patriot is the US Army’s
primary surface-to-air missile system.

Typical example of aluminum injection
mold and wax pattern.

STL file of the male gear set ready for
FDM build.

RLM began the project by modifying the CAD model provided by the customer. These
revisions were completed in one day and at the end of the day engineers set up their
Stratasys machine to produce an FDM prototype. The prototype was provided to the
customer for assembly review. The customer found an interference in the assembly.
RLM made some modifications to the CAD model and printed another prototype which
was provided to the customer. The customer approved the pattern.
RLM then moved immediately into production of the first prototype parts, using the
FDM prototypes as patterns to produce investment castings. The prototype castings
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Pouring metal into gear set casting
shell.

matched the patterns perfectly and the customer approved them. The production of
the first prototypes was also used to refine the casting process, primarily for evaluating
the gate location.
“Using Stratasys equipment and technology, we were able to build patterns in less than
a day,” Meachum concluded. “The patterns were then expedited through our process
and in seven days we produced perfectly matching gear set castings that met drawing
requirements and specifications and were functional as part of the assembly. The
castings were used for a test launch and we now have time to build hard tooling with all
parties confident in the knowledge that the part design and dimensional attributes are
correct for a large quantity production order.”

Male FDM pattern (foreground) and
finished casting being inspected with
coordinate measuring machine touch
probe.

Investment castings were produced to
specifications in only seven days using
FDM method.
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